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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INITIAL THOUGHTS – PRESENTING THE PROBLEM 
Our first topic for this project was music videos, but we found that the topic would be too broad. We were 
then more interested in analyzing the reception of movie trailers because we discovered that we have a 
shared interest in movies and in the cinematic technique. We also thought this subject would be more 
relevant to a planned communication analysis as a movie trailer is a piece of planned communication 
related to promoting movies. Initially we thought of analyzing audience reception of movie trailers in 
relation to the cinematic technique. Our problem formulation then would have been related to how our 
target group perceives different kinds of trailers in relation to the technique and format employed. After a 
meeting with our supervisor we found that this approach lacked relevance to the subject of 
communication and we therefore chose to focus on how the target group specifically receives movie 
trailers online. Because movie trailers are traditionally seen before a movie in the cinema or on television 
during commercials, we wanted to investigate on how online movie trailers is a new way of receiving 
movie trailers, which mean our project focuses on how a certain target group relates to this new way of 
watching trailers. 
Our problem is then shaped around the idea of movie trailers as a piece of planned communication that is 
being send by a the movie company to a target group with the goal of changing the behavior of the target 
group (Windahl et al., 2009/1992: 26). In the case of movie trailers this means to persuade the target 
group to watch the movie. Another change of behavior that the sender might want, specifically in relation 
to online media, is for the target group to interact with the movie trailers. The planned communication 
problem we investigate is then how a target group reacts to medium movie trailers, which traditionally is 
offline, in an online environment and what factors play a role to make the target group watch a trailer. 
The target group this project will focus on is a selected group of people at the dormitory of Kolibrien and 
Korallen, since they are a part of a group of people that watch a lot of online videos (Appendix 1). They 
are eligible to be part of the target group that the sender has in mind, as they are interested and already 
active in watching online videos. Because the group that we choose to study is so small-scale and limited, 
we cannot generalize our conclusion on the chosen topic to a broader audience. Therefore we can only 
conclude on the basis of this small-scale target group and this is why our problem formulation is 
specifically focused on this group. 
 
Problem formulation 
How do the international students living at Kolibrien and Korallen dormitories receive online movie 
trailers? 
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2. METHOD 
2.1 CHOICE OF METHOD 
We chose to do our research in two steps, a pilot research and a main research. This was to get an idea of 
the scope and nature of the problem, to help shape our main research. Initially we wanted to do a focus 
group study for our pilot research and qualitative interviews for our main research. This was to let the 
target group themselves explain how they interact with online videos and movie trailers in a broader way 
so we could get an idea about the habits of consumption of online trailers by the target group. The 
qualitative interviews would then have been used to question the participants from the focus group 
individually about their position towards the subject. But after consideration we deemed that a focus 
group study as our pilot research would be too unstructured, and we could risk that the focus group did 
not discuss the topics we wanted, and they would mouth each other due to poor structuring of the focus as 
a result of us not having the right information beforehand (Halkier, 2008: 60-62). 
Instead we chose to do a quantitative survey as pilot research and a focus group study as main research. 
We found that a survey would be a better method to map out the habits of our target group in relation to 
online movie trailers, since the quantitative approach offer an overview of a topic on the grounds of the 
questions asked (Fink, 1995: 1). This approach would then give us a good idea of what the habits of our 
target group were before we did the focus group research. We thus already had an idea about the 
tendencies of the target group before doing the focus group. The focus group was chosen over a 
qualitative interview because it could show the behavior of the group members in relation to each other. 
And because we are focusing on a specific group it helps uncover the tendencies in their behavior related 
to movie trailers as a group rather than in an individual interview that would not uncover the group 
dynamics related to the subject (Halkier, 2008: 10). 
 
2.2 TARGET GROUPS 
Communication is the diffusion of a message from a sender to a receiver through a certain connection. 
Consequently, there is an equal importance of the sender role, the receiver’s understanding and the 
connection (it can be a medium as television or a genre as advertisement for example). In the process of 
sending a message to a receiver, the sender must firstly consider the receiver as a target (Windahl et al. 
2006: 220).   
Regarding our subject, we can assume that movie companies see their targets on a mass society 
perspective meaning that they want to reach the broader audience possible (ibid.). The only common 
characteristic that their audience individuals are sharing is that they tend to go the cinema or buy DVDs. 
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Movies companies main objective and message is to persuade their audience to go see the movie in 
cinema or to buy the DVD. For that reason, their message must be persuasive. However, “mass media 
communicators have often complicated relationship with their audience” (ibid.). It is the reason why 
communication campaigns need to determine a target group, in order to have the most effective strategy 
of communication possible.  Moreover, a delimitation of a target group must be executed in order to 
examine the reception of a communication product. 
Nevertheless, it is impossible to communicate efficiently to such a broad audience at the same time. 
Those audiences are not homogeneous as some factors (such as age, genre, location or social categories) 
change the individual’s view of the world and therefore their view on a product and their reception of this 
product communication. Consequently, they will not come across the message or most importantly 
understand it the same way (ibid.). 
Communication campaigns are often seen as uncontrollable as we can never be certain that the message 
that needs to be spread will be effective or not beforehand.  This is one of the reasons why we have 
decided on doing this project. Our main question is how a target group receives  (as understand and act) 
online movie trailers, meaning reacts to the different messages (explanation of the plot, promotion of the 
movie and act of persuasion to go see the movie in the cinema) send by the online movie trailers and 
relates to the online media aspect of movie trailers. 
Movies companies are choosing to use the internet medium and the online trailers genre to spread their 
message with the aim of persuading someone to see their movies and to go to the cinema.  
As we cannot analyze the reaction of the entire target group that movie companies address, we have 
chosen to narrow down their target group to one of their sub-target group (Windahl et al., 2009, 222). 
Moreover, due to our lack of financial resources and small amount of time we had to circumscribe the 
target group that we are going to investigate. 
In order to accomplish this mission, we have decided to rest upon the segmentation theory (ibid.). 
We choose to focus on the segmentation perspective approach. The segmentation is an approach based on 
“a group with common characteristics” that targets their lifestyle.  
“The concept relies on differentiated audiences with their sub-audiences; an audience is divided into sub 
groupings that are internally homogeneous but differ from each other” (ibid.)  
As not all the segmentation variables (Demographic characteristics, Beliefs, Attitudes, Behavior, 
Principle of access, Public´s resources, Process segmentation, Media use, Issues of communication) are 
relevant, we chose to only select some of them (Windahl et al., 2009: 223). 
The variable we chose to focus on is the demographic characteristics (that includes factors such as age, 
gender, occupation, income, education, location or nationality). The target group we are going to 
investigate will be young adults of both gender (from age from 20 to 25) that are internationals students 
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on Roskilde University and that are living in the dormitory of Kolibrien and Korallen (Trekroner campus 
of Roskilde University). 
The second variable we used is attitude. The attitude is how they react to the product. We chose to select 
people that are watching trailers even if it is an uncommon activity to them.  
Concerning their behaviors, we have chosen to select people based on their lifestyle. A lifestyle is a 
“behavior in daily life that differentiates us an individual one from another” (Windahl et al., 2009: 226). 
The characteristics of lifestyle we have selected are the media consumption: a daily utilization of internet 
and the social media as we want to investigate the online trailers receptions and frequentation of cinema 
rooms (at least twice per year) as they are going to watch movie in the cinema we are talking about.  
We are aware that the group of people we investigate is very small, therefore it is necessary to 
emphasize that this project is a case study made in a way that is manageable for us to complete in 
our relatively small amount of time. Because of this we cannot generalize on the behavior of all 
young adults, we can only conclude on the background of the small group that we studied.  
 
2.3 THE SURVEY: 
2.3.1 THE MAKING 
For the data collection we decided to first use a survey, “a system for collecting information to describe, 
compare, or explain knowledge, attitudes, and behavior.” (Fink, 1995: 1). 
Our main goal with the Fink’s survey method is to have a better understanding of our target group’s 
behavior regarding the reception of online videos and more specifically movie trailers, in order to 
analyze, explain and predict their behavior. 
Regarding the making of the survey, many details need to be determined with reference to the number of 
respondents, the length of the surveys and the way the questions are asked. 
We got nine answers to our survey which were more than we expected. It was untroublesome to decide 
who to ask, as our target group is very narrowed down: young international adults living in Kolibrien and 
Korallen that are watching online videos. Therefore we determined that our criteria of inclusion of survey 
group participants would be the same than the criteria of our target group: both gender, in their twenties, 
living in Kolibrien and Korallen, frequent user of online videos. As only the answers interest us, it was 
prearranged that the survey would be anonymous. The anonymity was also decided so that our 
questionnaire would be as short as possible as we assume that young adults get easily bored when 
answering a survey. We wanted them to be as focused as possible through the entire survey. 
  
Relating to the questions, we aimed at asking purposeful questions, which are questions in which the 
interviewees can easily understand the link between the questions and the subject of the survey (Finke, 
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1995: 13). We also tried to ask concrete questions (ibid.) and be as detailed as possible so our 
interviewees could easily understand and answer those questions. We kept in mind that their answers 
might be different from from the possibilities of answers we suggested and that is the reason why we left 
an “other answer” box. 
On this point we must underline that not all the questions we asked had to be answered. The only 
questions that required an answer was the ones that were truly important, in opposition to some open-
questions that would be discussed during the latter focus group. Moreover, we chose this approach to 
allow the interviewees to only answer the questions in which they have an opinion on. Therefore, our 
survey was not too long as it is well-known that when a survey lasts too long, the questions at the end of 
the survey are not well-answered. We decided to make the whole survey lasts about six minutes to be 
entirely completed. 
 
2.3.2 LAYOUT OF THE SURVEY 
Our three pages survey was divided in two themes: online videos and movie trailers. 
The first two pages, which were about online videos, consisted of sixteen questions. On the first page we 
investigated young adults’ habits concerning their consumptions of online videos and on the secong page 
we investigated the sharing of online videos in the second page. 
The third page of our survey was about the reception and the sharing of movie trailers and it consisted of 
seven questions. 
We tried to keep this survey quite general about our subject as we did not know what precise point of 
view we wanted to investigate regarding our problematic. 
Our survey was made thanks to Google Drive. The links was sent through the social network Facebook 
on the 12 May 2014 to thirteen people and we received nine answers by the end of the next day. This 
manner to proceed was chosen as it was the most convenient for us to reach our target group. It was also 
the most efficient way to get feedbacks. 
 
2.3.3 PRESENTING THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 
Out of the sixteen questions we asked, here are the important information we learned from this survey. 
The results are also available in its entirety in appendix 1. 
Regarding our first theme, online videos, and the survey confirmed that our target group often watches 
online videos as 60% of our interviewees watch it on a daily basis (only two out of nine watch it weekly). 
Their consumptions of online videos mostly take place on the video-sharing website Youtube, even if 
some of them also watch it on Dailymotion and Vimeo. 
The most common types of videos watched are sport videos, music videos and funny videos. 
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Our examinees estimated that the reasons why they watch online videos is that they want to be entertained 
or simply because they find those videos interesting. They watch it when they are bored or during a break 
(from their studies or their work) otherwise also as an activity. Six out of nine subscribe to online video 
channels but only one of them produces it. 
In the matter of the sharing of online videos, six of them publicly share it on social networks and four do 
it privately. Except for their own amusement, our interviewees said that online videos are first and 
foremost a subject of discussion among friends. They use online videos as a manner to chit-chat. 
 
Concerning the trailers ‘consumption, it is more uncommon than our target group consumption of online 
videos as four of them watch them weekly, three monthly and two never or rarely. 
Trailers are mainly watch online, even if they are also sometimes directly watched in the cinema. They 
are equally considered as advertisements as entertainment (both words were chosen six times). 
The main reason why they watch trailers is that it helps them to decide which movie to watch (in the 
cinema or online) or because they want to know more about a specific movie as they have heard about it 
(in media or through an acquaintance). 
2.3.4 CONCLUSION OF THE SURVEY 
We chose to use the survey procedure as the first method to acquire primary information as we did not 
know much about how our target group reacts to online videos and more specifically movie trailers. 
Thanks to the survey we conducted, we learned was that our target group are frequent users of online 
videos but that the consumption of the movie trailer genre is much neglected. 
Most importantly, the survey helped us decide on which angle we wanted to focus on. We would like now 
to investigate on the reasons why movie trailers are a disregarded genre compared to other online videos 
genres. This questioning is henceforth the cornerstone of our project work and the reason we settled on 
doing on focus group. 
 
2.4 FOCUS GROUPS 
2.4.1 THE MAKING 
We are basing our approach to focus groups on Bente Halkier’s book Fokusgrupper (2008) (Focus 
Groups) in which she describes both the advantages and disadvantages of focus groups and how do 
practically execute focus groups. 
Halkier defines focus groups through the use D. L. Morgan who deals with: 
“Focus groups as a research method, where data are being produces via group interaction around 
a subject defined by the researcher” (Halkier, 2008: 9) 
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This makes focus groups a good way of “producing empirical data that says something about meaning 
making in groups” (Halkier, 2008: 10). When doing focus groups in relation to qualitative interviews the 
“repertoire of meaning making” (ibid.) becomes evident since “[...] the participant ‘force’ each other to 
be discursively explicit in their dealings with each other” (ibid.). Thus focus groups are good at 
investigating behavioral patterns in groups both in relation to the individual’s actions but also in relation 
to the actions of the group. It makes it possible to distinguish what a group of people can agree upon and 
disagree upon, thus expecting the different discourses in the subject (ibid.). Halkier writes that it is 
difficult to investigate the life world of the individual because the individual do not get as much personal 
talking time as in a qualitative interview or that the atypical practice of the individual can disappear in the 
group (Halkier, 2008:13). But it is still a good way of producing empirical material of what thus project is 
interested in. We are researching meaning making, behavioral patterns and social practices among a small 
group of people in relation to movie trailers. Using focus groups to produce “[…c]onsetrated data about 
a specific phenomenon” , we are also using it as the best way to solve our problem formulation. (Halkier, 
2008: 14) 
We do not use the focus groups in relation to surveys as Halkier explain “ [...] to qualify explanations of 
patterns made in the questionnaire data” (Halkier, 2008: 19) but as a pilot research to test our subject, 
meaning that the data collected from the survey are used to structure the focus group questions and aim. 
Therefore we will use the focus group as a mean to explore our subject rather than qualify it. This means 
that the focus groups will be used in a way so the people participating can elaborate and express opinions 
and habits of how they watch and relate to online movie trailers. 
Our choice of who should be participating is based on the time limit and scope of the project. We use a 
small group of inhabitants at the dormitories Kolibrien and Korallen because of the convenience of its 
members as they are our acquaintances. The small amount of subjects is chosen with the same reason, 
since this is most convenient with our time limit. As Halkier writes, the place should be convenient for 
the participants and therefore we have chosen the common room at Kolibrien. This gives a familiar and 
safe feeling for the participants as it is a place they already know (Halkier, 2008: 36-38) 
In relation to the structure of the focus group the tragt (funnel) model, described by Halkier, is what we 
deem most relevant: “Here you can incorporate the benefits of both the loose and the strict model [about 
the amount of questions] by starting in an open manner and end in a more strict manner” (Halkier, 2008: 
40). We will use this model to let the group talk about how they watch movie trailers online and explain 
more about their specific habits. Then we will show them trailers that they will directly comment on, and 
then on the basis of the trailer they are asked more in depth about how they assess movie trailers online. 
The end will have more frequent follow up questions to help focus the talk so we get the information we 
desire (ibid.). This will make their interaction with movie trailers online more evident as they describe it 
in relation movie trailers that they have already seen 
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2.4.2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE FOCUS GROUP 
The structure and theme of the focus group are based on the survey. In the survey we found out that the 
target group watches online videos often but do not watch trailers often. Therefore we chose to focus on 
why they did not watch that many movie trailers even though they watch online videos. Thus the aim of 
the focus group was to explore more in depth the factors that we saw in the survey. 
The specific outline and start questions is described in Appendix 2. This structure is based on what is 
presented by Halkier (Halkier, 2008: 42-43). We will start with an introduction of the theme of the project 
and an encouragement to the group to talk with each other rather than directly answering our question. 
This introduction is focused on that the questions posed should work more as a thematically guideline for 
conversation pointers.  We borrowed these pointers from Halkier’s own introduction to a focus groups 
held for housewives about food habit (Halkier, 2008: 54). We thus use the introduction to let the 
participants know what is going to happen and guidelines for discussion during the focus group meeting. 
 
The first part of the questions for the focus group focus on their habit of watching movie trailers online; in 
the beginning descriptive and later assessing both about why they watch movie trailers online and if they 
watch online videos. 
The next part is a presentation of four movie trailers, and their reflections of these trailers: 
 Devil’s Due is made like a prank video where a demon baby robot surprises and scares unknowing 
civilians. At the end of the trailer there is a short clip promoting the movie (DevilsDueNYC, 2014). 
 The Amazing Spider, a superhero blockbuster, is using clips from the movie with underlining 
dramatic music to show the initial plot. It starts slow and build to become very tense and dramatic 
(Sony Pictures Entertainment, 2014). 
 The Signal, an indie science fiction, start with a montage of everyday life movie clips with a sound 
clip from the film describing the premise of the plot. It then speeds up and becomes more fast 
passed with a strong focus on the science fiction premise (JoBlo Movie Trailers, 2014). 
 Only God Forgives, and indie action film, that has slow moving clip mixed with music and sound 
clips from different dialogue from the movie. At some points there are contrasting music and clip, 
shooting and music box music. It also intensifies during the end but keep slower moving movie 
clips than the others. It focuses both on the star of the movie, Ryan Gosling, and the director of the 
movie, Nicolas Winding Refn and a reference to his previous movie Drive (MOVIECLIPS 
Trailers, 2013). 
These movie trailers have been chosen because of the varying styles and genres of the trailers. 
They each represent different aspects of how movie trailers are made and movie genres in general. They 
help us identifies how they watch trailers and to see how they chose to watch certain movies on the basis 
of trailers. 
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The last part of the questions are assessing in asking them their opinions about movie trailers online. This 
is also evident when we ask them about how they would promote movies as it shows their opinions about 
trailers 
This way of structuring the questions is modeled on Halkier’s proposed model of structuring questions by 
beginning with descriptive and also having assessing questions (Halkier, 2008: 42). 
Thus the funnel model is employed by starting with descriptive questions, and then in the end becoming 
more specific with movie trailers and them assessing and reflecting on what movie trailers are. 
 
2.4.3 EXECUTING THE FOCUS GROUP 
When we executed the focus group we tried to follow the already prepared. One of us who already knew 
the participants in the focus group served as the main moderator asking the main questions we have 
prepared. Even though we did an introduction it was quickly apparent that the participants did not interact 
that much with each other but more expected to answer the questions we presented. Thus we had to break 
with the indented structure of the focus, which should have been a funnel model, and opted for the stricter 
model (Halkier, 2008: 40). This meant that the moderator was more involved in asking question to make 
sure that the participants kept on track and were still talking (Halkier, 2008: 57). At the end they did start 
to interact more with each other after we showed the trailers, which gave them a point of departure for 
their conversation. 
The flaw in how we executed the focus group could be down to, as suggested by Halkier, recruiting of the 
focus group, the composition of the focus group or the introduction (Halkier, 2008: 61). These were not 
necessarily the flaw in our process but aspects of it might have been at fault: 
That all in the focus group knew each other before hand thus being more inclined to agree with 
someone’s perception and not argue. But since their opened up during the session a better and clearer 
introduction might have helped and also and introduction round for the participants since the participant 
then could distinguish between each other and open up about the subject. Another flaw could also have 
been that the moderator is friend with the participants and therefore they assumed that she participated 
more. This could of course have been helped with an introduction that explained her role as audience 
rather than active participant. 
 
2.4.4 PRESENTING THE RESULTS OF THE FOCUS GROUP 
We taped the entire focus group interview which made it easy for us to present the results. 
In the focus group, it was evident that the target group does not watch a lot of trailers. When they do it, it 
was mainly to see if they wanted to watch a specific movie: 
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Participant 1: If I go to the cinema before the movie I always want to watch them if it is 
something I like, but I don’t. I look for them to see, if I am not sure about the movie 
Participant 2: Yeah I think it is a question to be sure [if you want to see a certain movie] 
 
Thus they mainly watch trailers because they have an interest in watching the movie and then checking 
the trailer to make sure that they want to see it. 
It is also evident that if they had to watch trailers it should preferably be in the cinema because the 
presentation there is better. This means that their interest in actually seeing trailers online is small. They 
mainly do not watch trailers as entertainment but rather as as a source of information although one person 
showed that she liked to see the trailers in the cinema before a movie: 
 
Moderator: Do you ever watch the just for like entertainment. You know like this just watch it 
online? 
Participant 3: Just watching the trailer without watching the movie? 
M: Yeah 
Participant 2: No 
Participant 1: Only in the Cinema 
P3: maybe if I want to watch the movie, but I don’t watch it as entertainment 
M: So only advertisement? 
Several participants: yes 
P1: No 
P3: No not for everybody but… 
P1: Not at all I told you. Even if I would never watch the movie I would watch the trailer just… 
P2: Yeah and maybe I remember I use one time I show trailer not as advertisement but to show to 
my friends that this is a good movie so to convince them I showed them. But it was only one time! 
P3: So it is not entertainment 
 
This exchange illustrates the previous point both in their perception of trailers as advertisement, and 
especially for the one participant as entertainment in the cinema. 
Even though they don’t watch trailers that much they still see them as an important part of promoting a 
movie. When asked about how they would want to promote a movie almost all but one suggested some 
kind of trailer. These trailers should be made in a specific way that appeals to an audience as large as 
possible. Thus they emphasize the importance of trailers even though they themselves rarely watch it. In 
relation to this, they think that it is a good thing that movie trailers are available online because people 
might share them even though they do not see people do it on their own Facebook wall: 
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M: So would you put trailers online to promote a movie… I mean do you think it is a good idea to 
have movie trailers online? 
Everyone: Yes 
P3: I mean it is always good to promote a movie. More people see your trailer it is good for you. 
P4: And with social networks 
M:You don’t watch trailers or share it but you still think it is important to be online in order to 
show media? 
Everyone: Yes 
M: But do you see your people on Facebook sharing trailers? 
Everyone: No 
 
The choice of what trailers make them want to see a movie is mainly determined by the type of trailer and 
movie it represents. An example of this is when we showed them The Amazing Spiderman 2 trailer one 
member of the focus group said: 
I would say I have some trouble with ehm blockbusters in general. Like big movies. Especially with 
superheroes. It’s ok I can watch it but it is not something that attracts me especially. 
He dismissed the movie because it is a kind of movie he is not interested in. This is also a general thing 
for all the trailers that we showed them. There was always someone who really wanted to see the movie 
because of something in the trailer (actor, director, genre, presentation of the story). It showed that their 
preference of trailer and movies are determined by other aspects of the movie itself. 
 
When presented with the Demon Baby video, they were very positive because they felt it suts the online 
format since it is the same style as what they usually watch. But not all wanted to see the movie, there 
were only one person interested, since she likes horror movies, so the choice is still back to the matter of 
taste. They felt it was good at getting attention but they felt that this happened because it is a new idea 
and it will be extorted quickly. And they also thought it would be necessary to have an accompanying 
trailer to present the movie, emphasizing the importance of trailers. 
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3. ANALYSIS 
 
3.1 KIM SCHRØDER’S MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL 
When we decided on an analytical model for this project we were torn between using J.P. Gee’s discourse 
analysis or Kim Christian Schrøder’s Multidimensional model. The reason we were torn was because we 
thought both of them would be very relevant in our analysis: Gee’s because it would allow us to analyze 
the focus group as language and recognize the different identities, social practices and cultural aspects 
that were inhabited by the participants in relation to how they use online movie trailers (Gee, 2011: 16-
20). Schrøder’s approach would be relevant since it deals with the specific reception of a media text by 
the focus group in relation to how interested and how they in general are in interacting with a product 
(Schrøder, 2000). This is also why we chose Schrøder’s model as it would make it possible for us to 
analyze how the target group actually receive movie trailers online. 
Schrøder expands the multidimensional model because he thinks that the previously existing 
encoding/decoding model presented by Stuart Hall is not adequate to analyze the reception of media text 
by an audience and therefore proposes a different model to analyze audience behavior (Schrøder, 2000: 
242). Firstly, Schrøder describes encoding as a given at the moment the media text is made, to single out 
the reception process. Secondly, he describes the model as springing:           
“directly from empirical audience research and creates a conceptual framework that can help 
draw the reception analyst’s attention to the actual heterogeneous properties of audience 
discourses about media experiences”. (Schrøder, 2000: 242) 
It deals more in depth with the actual empirical material and the difference between audiences perception. 
Thirdly, the model is dimensional rather than ‘processual’: it realizes that reception processes can occur at 
the same time and can be analytically separated as they are “intertwined in audience discourses about 
media experiences” (Schrøder, 2000: 242). 
His model is very focused on specific media text, which is not what this project deals with. We are more 
focused on the practice of watching online movie trailers, which then means that parts of his model will 
be irrelevant to us as we do not have a concrete media text for our participants to test. We only chose 
specific trailers to illustrate how they receive trailers and if they have some kind of preference and system 
of understanding trailers, thereby also testing how they would more generally relate to trailers online.  
The model which consists of six dimensions of reception: motivation, comprehension, discrimination, 
position, evaluation and implementation (Schrøder, 2000: 243), will be used by us as a framework for 
analyzing our results from the focus group. However since we do not deal with a specific media text, 
certain aspect of these points will be irrelevant and we are not going to use either evaluation or 
implementation as we deem these too political and too related to the reception of a specific media text. 
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We are not analyzing movie trailers as a media text that can lead to action in social or political life, but 
actions and opinions made by our target group in relation to online movie trailers. And since we are not 
dealing with a media text as such, investigating the implementation in relation to how a media text is 
interpreted is irrelevant. Nevertheless, both Motivation, Comprehension, Discrimination and Position are 
relevant guidelines in our analysis as they will help us to understand how the target groups receive online 
trailers in that space and in relation to their daily life. 
The following analysis will then be done by using these four point so we can answer our problem 
formulation. 
 
3.1.1 MOTIVATION 
The most important dimension of Schrøder reception analysis is the Motivation. Motivation is the 
disposition that an individual puts into giving his attention to a certain message. The concept also takes 
into consideration the “situation of consumption”, meaning that the conditions in which the individual 
comes across the message is important in the process of deciding if the attention is given or not to the 
message. How much ‘investment’ should one devote (Schrøder, 2000: 244-245). 
The concept includes “both cognitive and affective processes” (ibid.). The cognitive process is how 
people get knowledge. As our target group knows the trailer genre, they have certain expectations when 
they watch a trailer. As we previously stated in the focus group results, our target group main motivation 
to watch trailers, is because they want to have a more precise idea about a certain movie (because they 
want to go watching it in the cinema). 
They expect trailers to be online in case if they need to access that database of information but they do not 
associate it with the affective process. Even if they are completing each other, the cognitive process 
which is linked with reason is in opposition with the affective process, which  is linked with emotions. As 
our target group stated during the survey and the focus group, they mainly consider trailers as a source of 
information and equally consider it as entertainment and as advertisement but they would not watch it on 
their own as leisure activity. The fact that they also see it as an advertisement can explain why they are 
not so motivated to watch it on their free time. Those are the reasons why they do not associate trailers 
with the affective process.  
The motivation dimension is based on the “link of relevance” (ibid.), which is where an individual (his 
experience, universe etc.) meets the supposed signification of the media text. The link of relevance 
consists of four elements: the reminiscence, the innovation, the identification and the community.  
“These  links  of  relevance  can  be  based  on  a  personal  ‘interest’  in  the Subject matter of 
the message, ‘reminiscence’ (something in the message reminding  the  reader  of  people  or  
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 experiences), ‘innovation’  (the experience of gaining new insights provided by the text), 
‘identification’ (feeling some kind of attachment to a character in the text), ‘community’ (feeling 
a sense of belonging in the textual universe), etc.” (Schrøder, 2000: 245) 
The innovation element, which is the new knowledge, can be merged into the cognitive process. 
In the trailer consumption, we can assume that the target group extends its motivation if the individuals 
recognize some of the elements of the trailer or the movie such as the director, the actors and the genre of 
movie (identification and reminiscence elements). 
Still, we can consider that the involvement of the target group members is quite weak as they only watch 
it to get more information or because of the community element (relatives or other media advised them to 
watch it). 
Notwithstanding, the involvement can go from weak to strong depending on how relevant watching the 
trailer appears to be in the mind of the member of the target group. 
 
3.1.2 COMPREHENSION: 
The comprehension dimension of Schrøder theory is based on the Peirce’s sociocultural semiotic belief 
that views the signs through the vision of the individuals. The significance of the chain of signs is 
different for everyone due to a different socialization experience and so is everyone comprehension of a 
same media text. Indeed, it is very subjective to everyone’s likes and experiences. The different 
interpretations of signs are called polysemy. Although reception researches shows that “readings usually 
cluster toward the ‘correspondence’ side of the continuum” (Schrøder, 2000: 246), meaning that most of 
the media texts are understood the same way by most people. 
In relation to the theory presented by Schrøder and our empirical research - Schrøder’s concept of 
comprehension is focused on an actual media product that can be interpreted through semiotics, whereas 
we analyze a practice, which is not easily analyzable though semiotics.   
One important element of the comprehension dimension is the conditions in which the media text is taken 
into consideration (Schrøder, 2000: 245-247). It was very clear during our focus group that the members 
of our target group were influenced by the conditions in which they see the trailers. They pay more 
attention to the trailers when they see it in the cinema. The media text has better chances to be understood 
and accomplish its purpose, which affect its target group and persuade them to go see the movie in the 
cinema or buy the DVDs. 
Another element of comprehension is the reasons why they watch it. Indeed, people are more willing to 
pay attention and to understand a trailer in a certain way if they already know the director or the genre of 
the movie or if a relative or another media advise them to watch it. 
What we also learned during the focus group is that our target group expects/wants the trailers to be made 
in a traditional way. They insisted on wanting to easily understand the plot of the movie and knowing 
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what genre the movie will be as their use of online trailers is very static, as they are only interested in 
getting information on the movie. 
Surprisingly, they also claimed that they liked more untraditional ways of promoting movie online as long 
as it is accompanied by a traditional trailer. For example, they really liked the Devil Baby Attack video, 
even if their comprehension was blurred and they only found out at the end of the videos that the video 
was actually a movie trailer, not just an entertainment video. 
We can make use of Fiske theories as explained by Schrøder (Schrøder, 2000: 247) when he studied the 
rewriting of TV programs, that is to say the viewers’ interpretation of some TV programs. One use of that 
theory can serve as an explanation to show that people tends to compare the trailers they are watching 
with their own cinematic experiences (meaning all the movies/trailers they previously watched).  
This theory relates to Hans-Georg Gadamer’s hermeneutics theory as used by Inger Askehave (Askehave, 
2006: 41), which has the main purpose of explaining the process of understanding and interpreting a 
message. 
This theory explains that we all have some pre-understanding of the situations we are in (and therefore of 
the media texts) as we have been in similar situations (or we have already encounter a similar media text). 
“These pre-understandings originate from a previous experience with similar communicative events” 
(Askehave, 2006: 41). But as this is a new situation, we adjust our conception and expectations of this 
situation to better understand and give a signification to this new situation and the same can be said for 
media texts.  
In a more practical way, this theory explains us why our target insisted so much on having traditional 
trailers, as they use it as a source of information to decide which movie to watch. They want the trailer to 
fit a schema of what they call a traditional trailer.   
They - probably unconsciously - already have expectations on how the trailer is going to be made and 
what the plot is going to be about. They just want to readjust their interpretation with some new data as 
every movie is different.   
 
However Gadamer’s theory goes further. It also explains that sometimes, the situation we encounters are 
so abnormal that the process of the pre-understanding cannot be used, as our “horizon of interpretation” 
(Askehave, 2006: 44) is not broad enough to give sense and meaning to the new situation. 
“Horizon includes what we know, and therefore, determines how we make sense of the world. But it 
is more than just knowledge. It is more accurate to say that it is knowledge coupled with attitudes, 
values, perspectives or world views”. (Askehave, 2006: 44) 
To put this theory into practice, we can assume that what our target group did not like about the Only God 
Forgives trailer is that the trailer did not fit their horizon of interpretation. Therefore, they did not 
understand or like it. 
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3.1.3 DISCRIMINATION 
The discrimination element of the reception analysis is a continuum that goes from immersion to critical 
distance meaning that when reading a media text, the audience that consider the message to be 
indisputable while other individuals can reflect on the text (Schrøder, 2000: 248).  
To transpose this element of theory to a more concrete and practical situation, our focus group showed 
that when watching trailers, some individuals of our target group had the tendency to lose any critical 
mind while some were very judgmental. Therefore, we can affirm that the reception of trailers vary from 
one individual to another. 
Moreover, what we learned during the focus group is that the target group is very aware of the 
‘constructedness’ of the trailers (meaning the way the media text was constructed). They are well-aware 
that trailers are advertisements made to present and promote a movie and that therefore, they do not need 
to engage themselves. 
We can also argue that our target group can sometimes have some kind of discrimination against the 
online format as they all claimed to have more enjoyment in the cinema because of the situation of 
comprehension. 
 
3.1.4 POSITION 
The last element of the reception analyze that we are going to investigate is the position. The position 
element deals with a continuum that goes from an objective to a subjective perception of the individual 
towards the media text (Schrøder, 2000: 248-249). 
A more concrete explanation of this element regarding the trailers would be the perception of the 
blockbusters trailers. As our target group already knows what to expect from it (we tested the blockbuster 
trailer The Amazing Spiderman 2 during our audience focus group), they are already in acceptance or 
rejection of those trailers. The position of our participants was quite obvious as they directly expressed to 
us their opinion towards the trailers we showed them during the focus group. 
But what is striking concerning their position regarding online trailers, is that they are very indifferent. 
Indeed, they expect trailers to be online and available to them whenever they want it but they are very 
detached to watching trailers as an entertainment product of communication.  
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter will firstly answer the problem formulation presented in the first chapter by going through 
our empirical findings in the survey, the focus group study and the multidimensional model analysis. 
After that we will offer a perspective and critique of the project arguing what we could have done 
differently. 
 
4.1 ANSWERING THE PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
The main purpose of our project work was to identify and analyze a planned communication problem. We 
focused our interest on online movie trailers and how a certain target group receives those videos. The 
target that we investigated is young international students living in the dormitories of Kolibrien and 
Korallen in Roskilde University campus.  
Our first manner of getting data was by making a survey and then presented it to the target group to map 
out their habits in relation to our proposed subject. We found that they were very invested in watching 
online videos but not much in movie trailers. This became the core of our focus group study, as movie 
trailers are a piece of planned communication, where the movie company is the sender and the receivers 
are the people who watch it online. We tried to investigate this relationship between the sender and our 
previously defined target group. 
We used the multidimensional model presented by Schrøder as a framework for analysing the finding 
from the focus group. We found that the target group was less invested in online trailers than we expected 
from the survey. Their motivations to see a trailer online are based on a previous interest in the movie it 
concerns. They use it as a source of information and only one of them were interested in watching them 
as entertainment. But all of them agreed that the better place to watch movie trailers is in a cinema 
because of the enhanced experience. They also showed certain discrimination towards the movie trailer as 
a media product because they could realize them as being constructed. They could not immerse 
themselves in it and saw the techniques used in the trailer as obvious and made to sell a movie. 
Their inclination to watch a movie trailer also depends on the genre of movie it represents. Each of the 
participant were interested in movies that they identified with, whether this was because of the genre, 
actors, directors or style of the trailer.  
Moreover, we discussed what kind of trailers they prefer. Most of them said that they prefer a ‘traditional 
trailer’ as they insisted much on wanting to easily understand the plot of the movie.  They also said that 
they are interested in having a more complete experience when they mentioned other types of trailers 
such as the viral Devil Baby video.  
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And even though they took critical distance to movie trailers as other than advertisement made to 
represent a movie, they still saw movie trailers as being an important part of promoting a movie, therefore 
to some point as given, without questioning their existence in reaction to promoting movies and watching 
movies. 
Then to conclude on our problem formulation  
How do the international students living at Kolibrien and Korallen dormitories receive online 
movie trailers? 
The answer to this question as described above is that the students living at Kolibrien and Korallen 
receive movie trailers as a given product that they assume are online and ready to watch whenever they 
desire. They chose the kind of trailers they want to watch in relation to specific movies they are interested 
in, and that the trailer in this relation represents a preview of the movie. In relation to this they merely see 
online movie trailers as advertisement. If a movie should be seen in a different way it should be in a 
cinema because it presents a movie in a more extravagant way. The choice of movies they want to watch 
because of trailers is determined by factors related to how they identify with the movie it represents. Still, 
they were open to new way of promoting movies online that would be building on the kind of 
entertainment videos that they are already watching online, as it would be more engaging and more 
entertaining. A more ‘traditional’ movie trailers should still be available online as it is a more direct 
representation of the movie. 
 
4.2 PERSPECTIVE AND CRITICISM 
We hesitated a lot on how to proceed to get our data but finally chose to first do a survey and then a focus 
group. This means that we had a shorter amount of time to understand the new method but we still think 
that it was the right way to do it, as it gave us a better understanding of the subject in our target group. 
 
Concerning the survey we could have asked more questions specifically concerning online movie trailers 
to get a better idea of the target group’s habits. This would have helped us in the focus group research to 
ask question that dealt more with the actual problem and maybe give a different angle to the focus group 
that would have made them more talkative. 
 
The choice of subject also seemed to narrow because of the lack of interest from the target group  as they 
did not seem engaged and we therefore do not have a big amount of material to conclude on. Another 
limitation of the subject of online movie trailers was that we only had a small amount of insights of what 
could have been made into the subject. In retrospect, we could have angled the problem differently by 
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doing a reception analysis of blockbuster trailers and the correlation between the movie it represents or 
the same kind of study we did here focusing on movie trailers in general. 
 
We also found it difficult to find an analytical model to use to analyze the empirical material derived from 
the focus group due to fact that we chose to analyze a practice rather than a media text. The analytical 
model, multidimensional model, we chose were made to analyze media text and therefore were aspects of 
it that was not relevant for our project. Thus we had to interpret the analytical model to fit practices, and 
there might have been aspects of the empirical material that were left out of the analysis.  
 
What we think was a good point in our process of defining our problematic is the choice of the target 
group. Indeed, by narrowing the target to people we could easily reach, made our project more effective 
as it was easy for us to get the right number of answers to our survey and to organize the focus group. 
Also because the group of people we chose actually watches movie trailers online and with further 
inspection have an opinion about them. 
 
Thanks to this project, we learned more about the multidimensional model analysis from Schrøder and 
that is something that we will be using in other communication project as this is a very complete analysis. 
It was very useful for us to work on such a project because it allowed us to “get our hands dirty” and 
study more the reception side of communication as we are often in the planning of communication 
product part.  
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